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Year 11 Easter College 
  
 
Dear Parent/ Carer, 
 

As part of our wider plan to help your child prepare for their exams this summer we are 
operating an Easter college to support them with their revision. Our unrelenting, guiding 
principle is to ensure that we do ‘everything we can do’ to support your child in achieving the 
best GCSE grades possible.  
 

It is with this in mind that I am writing to advise you of our Easter College offer for pupils in 
Year 11. Throughout the two-week Easter break there will be numerous opportunities for 
pupils to work with their teachers, and subjects will be in contact shortly to invite pupils to their 
sessions.  
 

Please note that pupils are not expected to attend all of these sessions, and places will be 
offered by the subjects on an invitation basis. Each subject will invite pupils to their session 
based on the focus for that particular session. You should expect to hear from the subject 
areas in due course with details of times and places for their Easter college offer.    
 
However, for forward planning parents have asked for an overview of which subjects are on 
which days and so I include an overview here. Please note that Easter College runs from 
10am-2pm and pupils will need to bring their own lunch as catering services will not be 
available. Pupils are not required to wear uniform.  
 

 
 

It is also important that pupils rest and recuperate during their school holidays and so subjects 
have been strategic about which pupils to invite and how many sessions each pupil can be 
invited to, so please do not be concerned should your child not be invited to a subject, this is 
not generalised revision, it is targeted to the individual pupil. That said, if a pupil would like to 
have the opportunity to work with their teachers during Easter I would encourage them to 
make enquiries within their subjects to the possibility of being invited.   
 

As ever, I would like to thank you for your continued support throughout what has been an 
unusual time and I am convinced that by continuing to work in partnership we will ensure that 
all pupils at Horbury Academy achieve their personal best.  
 
Yours sincerely,   

 
 

Mr B Gilder 
Vice Principal 

Monday 11th April Tuesday 12th April Wednesday 13th April Thursday 14th April Tuesday 19th April Wednesday 20th April Thursday 21st April Friday 22nd April 

French  (morning) History (all day) Computing (all day) Sport (all day) English (morning) English (morning) Geography (all day) Science (all day)

Spanish (morning) Business (all day) Business (all day) History  (all day)

Sport (all day) Hospitality (all day) Music (all day) iMedia (all day)

Maths (10am-1pm) Maths (10am -1pm) RE 
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